The Planet
CEE’s Discovery Centre

Playgroup  Nursery  Jr. KG  Sr. KG

Admissions Open

Children’s Activity Centre ● Teacher Training Programmes ● Day Camps ● Nature Treks

The Planet
CEE’s Discovery Centre
Centre for Environment Education
Thaltej Tekra, Ahmedabad 380 054, Gujarat, India
Phone number: +91-79-26858002, 03, 04, 05
email: theplanetcee@ceieindia.org

For details and registration
Ms. Priya Nair (9825222525)
Phone number: +91-79-26844760
Admissions: 9825660918; 9898884775
Website: www.theplanetcee.org

In alliance with the North American Association for Environmental Education, USA
What makes us exceptional?

The Planet - CEE's Discovery Centre, set in a campus of 14 acres of wilderness provides a nature-based early learning programme that supports growth across the development domains and foster skills in areas such as language, thinking, confidence, self-regulation, and motor development to prepare students.

As children learn to care for themselves and others, they also begin to learn to care for the world around them. Experiencing and learning about the environment in early childhood builds a foundation for lifelong environmental literacy. Global research has shown that an early start with nature-based education leads to increased mastery of academic content, enhanced student enthusiasm, a happy child with fewer discipline or behavioural issues, better teamwork and problem solving skills, improved social connectivity for students and teachers and increased levels of physical activity.

The Planet - CEE's Discovery Centre will enhance understanding of sustainable development to give a unique opportunity to endorse attitudes, strategies and technologies which are environmentally sustainable.

The Planet - CEE's Discovery Centre brings international experience along with local adaptability to build synergies to infuse citizenship among children making the world a better place to stay.

Vision
Learn to care for self and the Planet

Mission
The Planet - CEE's Discovery Centre proposes to nurture young minds with nature as their learning environment. It aims to embrace natural surroundings and discover the joy of learning. The engagements provide them independence and responsibility towards local and global concerns. The programme inspires to cherish lifelong learners with zeal to accomplish, making them compassionate towards the world around them.

In Partnership with

Website: www.theplanetcee.org